
Habitat for Humanity Texas Expands Donation Pool by Accepting ETH in Harvey’s Wake 

  

January 18, 2017; FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – On August 25, 2017, Habitat for Humanity 

Texas began accepting Ether (ETH) donations to aid long-term recovery and rebuilding efforts 

in the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey. 

  

Habitat Texas’ immediate goal is to maximize the number of Hurricane Harvey survivors they 

can assist. They are able to increase their access to potential partners by including ETH as a 

form of donation. By accepting cryptocurrency the Habitat Texas donation pool is no longer 

limited by geography or expensive transaction fees that come with international fiat currency 

exchanges. 

  

Habitat’s initiatial ETH campaign, aimed at supporting long-term Harvey relief and recovery 

efforts, collected almost 27ETH, resulting in $30,121.05 from more than 100 ETH donations. 

Habitat Texas will explore the long term benefits of accepting ETH donations to aid in recovery 

expenses in 39 impacted Texas counties. 

 

The impact of Hurricane Harvey is assessed at $125 billion.  Habitat Texas will continue to work 

with local Habitat for Humanity organizations in impacted areas to rebuild and restore 

communities. Recovery work is expected span up to 5 years and will consist of many 

collaborative efforts. Habitat Texas will continue to accept ETH donations via eth4harvey.com 

and will start accepting bitcoin donations in late January 2018.  

  

About Habitat for Humanity Texas 

Habitat Texas serves as the state support organization for more than 70 local Habitat for Humanity 

organizations in Texas.  Habitat for Humanity Texas supports local Habitats through a variety of 

services and leads the statewide coordination for long-term recovery after disasters. Habitat Texas 

responds to disasters by providing training and technical assistance, volunteer 

coordination, resource development, and oversight during all phases of disaster: 

mitigation, preparedness, relief, early, and long-term recovery. Habitat is on the ground for 

weeks,months, and years after a disaster strikes focusing on long-term sustainable recovery. 

 

 

About Transmute Industries 

Based in Austin, TX, Transmute Industries makes enterprise blockchain adoption easy. They 

simplify decentralized application development on the Ethereum blockchain by leveraging existing, 

trusted cloud providers and programming paradigms. If you are interested in a blockchain solution 

for your business, please contact hello@transmute.industries. 

  

 

https://transmute.industries/

